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Measurements of Collective Collapse in a Bose-Einstein Condensate
with Attractive Interactions
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The occupation number of a magnetically trapped Bose-Einstein condensate is limited for a
with attractive interactions. It has been predicted that, as this limit is approached, the conde
will collapse by a collective process. The measured spread in condensate number for sa
of 7Li atoms undergoing thermal equilibration is consistent with the occurrence of such collap
[S0031-9007(98)08366-5]
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The attainment of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)
dilute atomic gases has provided a new domain for stud
ing the nonlinear effects of interactions in thermodynam
systems. Among the gases in which BEC has been o
served,7Li is unique in having a negative triplets-wave
scattering lengtha. Becausea , 0, the effective interac-
tion between atoms is attractive, and the BEC phenom
non is substantially altered. Attractive interactions we
long believed to make a condensate unstable and thus p
vent BEC [1,2], but it is now known that, for a confined
gas, a metastable condensate can exist as long as its o
pation number,N0, remains small [3]. Such condensate
are predicted to be rich in physics, exhibiting propertie
such as solitonlike behavior [4] and macroscopic quantu
tunneling [5]. In particular, complex dynamical behavio
is expected asN0 approaches its stability limit [6–8]. In
this Letter, we describe experimental investigations of th
behavior.

Attractive interactions limitN0 because, at a maximum
numberNm, the compressibility of the condensate becom
negative and it will implosively collapse. By equating
the positive zero-point kinetic energy to the negativ
interaction energy, it is found thatNm , ,yjaj when the
condensate is confined to volume,3. The stability limit
is more precisely determined from numerical solution o
the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) [9]. For7Li
in our magnetic trap,a  21.46 nm [10] and, ø 3 mm,
which yield a stability limit of,1250 atoms.

As the gas is cooled below the critical temperature fo
BEC, N0 grows untilNm is reached. The condensate the
collapses spontaneously ifN0 $ Nm, or the collapse can
be initiated by thermal fluctuations or quantum tunnelin
for N0 & Nm [5,7]. During the collapse, the condensat
shrinks on the time scale of the trap oscillation perio
As the density rises, the rates for inelastic collisions su
as dipolar decay and three-body molecular recombinati
increase. These processes release sufficient energy
immediately eject the colliding atoms from the trap, thu
reducingN0. The ejected atoms are very unlikely to furthe
interact with the gas before leaving the trap, since th
density of noncondensed atoms is low. As the collap
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proceeds, the collision rate grows quickly enough th
the density remains small compared tojaj23 and the
condensate remains a dilute gas [7,8].

Both the collapse and the initial cooling process displa
the gas from thermal equilibrium. As long asN0 is
smaller than its equilibrium value, as determined by th
total number and average energy of the trapped atom
the condensate will continue to fill until another collaps
occurs. This cycle of condensate growth and collap
repeats until the gas comes to equilibrium withN0 , Nm.
We have modeled the equilibration process by numeric
solution of the quantum Boltzmann equation (QBE) [7
Figure 1 shows three possible trajectories ofN0 in time, for
our experimental conditions. The differences arise fro
the stochastic collapse initiation process and from mode
variations in the experiment. Although theories are not y
conclusive as to what fraction of the condensate atoms

FIG. 1. Numerical solutions of the quantum Boltzmann equ
tion, showing evolution of condensate occupation number.
trapped, degenerate7Li gas is quenched att  0 to a tem-
perature ofT ø 100 nK and a total number ofN ø 4 3 104

atoms. The gas then freely evolves in time. The differenc
in the traces reflect experimental variations in cooling and t
stochastic nature of the collapse initiation process. The in
shows an expanded view of one of the traces at early times,
the same vertical scale.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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lost in the collapse, we assume here thatN0 is reduced to
zero [7].

The apparatus used to produce BEC has been descri
previously [6]. Approximately108 laser-cooled7Li atoms
are loaded into a permanent magnet trap. The gas is th
evaporatively cooled into the degenerate regime usi
an applied microwave field that ends at a microwav
frequency 100 kHz above the trap bottom, leaving
total number N ø 4 3 105 atoms at a temperature
T ø 400 nK. The frequency is then rapidly reduced to
,10 kHz and raised again, leaving approximately4 3 104

atoms. By sweeping the frequency fast compared to t
collision rate, all atoms above the cutoff energy are simp
eliminated and a definite energy distribution is created a
specified time. ReducingN also enables the condensate t
be more accurately distinguished from the noncondens
cloud.

The atoms are observed by illuminating the cloud wit
an off-resonant laser beam and imaging the coheren
scattered light onto a CCD camera using the polarizati
phase contrast technique described in Refs. [6,11]. The
sulting signal is fit to determineN0. Because the gas is not
in equilibrium, it does not obey the ordinary Bose-Einste
energy distribution function. The QBE model predict
that, within a few collision times after the microwave
sweep, the distribution becomes locally equilibrated, in th
sense that it can be described by an equilibrium distrib
tion with an effective chemical potential that varies slowl
as a function of energy. The distributions calculated in th
model can be simply and accurately parametrized as

fsEd 
expfbsm1 2 m2dg

expfbsE 2 m2dg 2 1

;
A

expfbsE 2 m2dg 2 1
, (1)

where E is the energy of a level. At high energies,f
has the form of a Boltzmann distribution with chemica
potentialm1 and temperatureb21, while at low energies
f has the formAfBEsm2, bd, wherefBE is the equilib-
rium Bose-Einstein distribution andA  expsbDmd is a
constant. Generally,m2 lies just below the ground state
energy, andDm is positive withA in the range of 1–10,
indicating that there is an excess of high-energy atoms d
ing equilibration.

Equation (1) is fit to image data in order to determin
m2, b, andA, following the procedure outlined in Ref. [6].
Good agreement is generally observed, lending confiden
to the choice off. Systematic errors introduced by the
nonequilibrium model are estimated by applying the fi
ting procedure to simulated data generated by the QB
and also by comparing the analysis of experimental imag
of thermalized clouds using both equilibrium and nonequ
librium models. These tests indicate the uncertainty to
,75 atoms. More significant than this is the uncertaint
introduced by imaging limitations. The imaging system
bed
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is nearly diffraction limited, but the resolution is compa
rable to the size of the condensate and so must be taken
account [12]. The imaging system consists of the len
described in Ref. [6] with an additional custom correctiv
lens to reduce spherical aberrations. The system was te
and characterized on the bench by imaging laser light em
ted from an optical fiber, but uncertainty arises in use b
cause of possible focusing errors and aberrations from
vacuum viewport through which the trap is observed. Th
uncertainty can be estimated from the size and location
ripples in images of degenerate clouds caused by imag
imperfections. If the lens parameters used in the imag
model are adjusted to reproduce these ripples, the value
N0 increase by 40% over those obtained using the para
ters measured on the bench [13]. We therefore estim
our systematic uncertainty to be620%, and report values
calculated using the average lens parameters.

Although phase-contrast imaging can, in principle,
nearly nonperturbative, it is necessary to scatter sev
photons per atom during the probe pulse in order to m
sure N0 with the required accuracy. This heats the g
and precludes the possibility of directly observing the ev
lution of N0 in time as in Fig. 1. This limitation canno
be overcome by repeating the experiment and varying
delay timet between the microwave sweep and the prob
because the evolution ofN0 is made unrepeatable by ran
dom thermal and quantum fluctuations in the condens
growth and collapse, as well as experimental fluctuatio
in the initial conditions. These fluctuations are expect
to cause the values ofN0 to vary from one repetition to the
next, as seen in Fig. 1. We observe such variations,
show their measured distribution for several values oft

in Fig. 2. For smallt, N0 ranges from near zero to abou
1200 atoms, as expected if the condensate is continu
filling to the theoretical maximum and collapsing.

To our knowledge, no other fundamental explanati
for variations of this magnitude has been proposed, so
believe that these measurements strongly support the
lapse/fill model. Much care has been taken to investig
sources of experimental noise which might cause the m
sured values ofN0 to vary. The systematic errors discusse
above do not contribute to the variations, since all of t
images used to generate Fig. 2 were analyzed in the s
way. However, shot noise in the camera is a source of
tistical uncertainty which results in a spread in measu
values. The noise level is determined by observing i
ages of an empty trap. Using the measured shot noise
fits give average values of reducedx2 of very nearly one.
The statistical uncertainty inN0 is determined to be660
atoms, by finding the change required to increase by o
the unreduced value ofx2 [14]. This uncertainty is con-
sistent with the values obtained fort  90 s, whenN0 is
expected to be small. At shortt, the rms variation in the
observed values is 250 atoms, much larger than the un
tainty due to shot noise. Note that some bias is introduc
since the nonequilibrium model never allowsN0 , 0.
877
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FIG. 2. Frequency of occurrence of condensate occupat
number. For each measurement, a nonequilibrium degene
gas was produced, allowed to evolve freely for timet, and
then probed. The total number of trapped atoms at eacht
ranged from5 3 103 to 3.5 3 104. A histogram was also
constructed fort  5 s, and found to be very similar to the
t  10 s data.

Because of this, values of the lowest bin in the histogram
will be somewhat increased.

The observed variations might also be caused by oth
uncontrolled experimental fluctuations. Indeed, the tot
number of atoms observed in the trap is found to vary b
,104 atoms from one repetition to the next, so experime
tal fluctuations are significant. However, if the variation
in N0 were caused by such an effect, the measured valu
should be correlated with those of the responsible param
ter. Contingency-square analysis [14] was used to det
mine that no statistically significant correlation exists wit
changes inN , T , phase-space density, loading condition
evaporative cooling trajectory, probe parameters, goodn
of fit, or from one measurement and the next. We ther
fore conclude that the variations are, in fact, intrinsic to th
gas and reflect the underlying dynamical behavior.

The histograms can be compared with the predictions
the QBE. In Fig. 1, three time domains can be discerne
For t # 20 s, the condensate collapses frequently as t
gas is equilibrating. Experimental results att  5 and
10 s are very similar, and agree qualitatively with th
model prediction in being broadly spread between 0 a
Nm. Aroundt  20 50 s, equilibrium is reached andN0
is stabilized for several seconds at a value which depen
878
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sensitively on the details of the trajectory. At later time
N0 declines as atoms are lost through inelastic collision

The detailed shape of the model histogram fort # 20 s
can be understood from the dependence ofN0 on time
as the condensate fills, since the probability of observ
a particularN0 value is proportional tosdN0ydtd21 at
that N0 value. After a collapse, the condensate initial
fills slowly because the Bose enhancement factor is sm
Subsequently, the growth rate increases untilN0 reaches
,100 atoms, when the growth becomes linear. Th
saturation occurs as the populations of low-lying ener
levels in the trap become depleted. Condensate growt
then limited by the rate for collisions between high-ener
atoms to produce more low-energy atoms, which yield
constant fill rate. Because of these effects, a histogr
calculated under the assumption that the collapse dri
N0 ! 0 is significantly peaked at smallN0, and lower but
flat betweenN0  100 andNm.

The observed histogram differs quantitatively from th
prediction in several respects. There is no peak obser
at low N0; rather, a broad peak occurs atN0  200 700
atoms. This suggests that the condensate does not coll
to zero atoms, but the fact that some clouds withN0 .
50 atoms are observed then indicates that the conden
collapses to a range of final values. Kaganet al. have ob-
served the condensate to collapse to a nonzero value in
merical solutions of the NLSE [8]. However, while thos
authors found that close to 50% of the condensate was l
our data suggest that considerably smaller remainders
more likely, since a large fraction of our observations sho
N0 , 600 atoms.

We also observe the frequency of occurrence to d
steadily asN0 increases, rather than remaining flat up
N0  Nm as predicted. This observation might be e
plained in either of two ways. If the condensate grow
does not saturate but continues to accelerate, then
probability of observing largeN0 values would decrease
This might result from the depression of the condens
energy by mean-field interactions, which are not includ
in the QBE. Alternatively, if the condensate has a larg
than expected rate for collapsing at relatively lowN0, then
the probability of condensates surviving to largeN0 would
decrease. This might be possible if the condensate is t
cally in a more excited state than expected from the te
perature of the gas. Kaganet al. predict such excitations to
occur during the growth and collapse processes, but qu
titative estimates of the effect under our experimental co
ditions are not yet available.

Quantitative comparison of theory and experiment
more difficult at longert, since dN0ydt then depends
sensitively on the time of the last collapse, as seen
Fig. 1. The numerical results obtained are consistent w
the measured distribution att  30 s, but give somewhat
higherN0 values than observed att  60 and 90 s. This
may be due to technical sources of heating not included
the simulation.
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FIG. 3. Relaxation of degenerate gas to equilibrium. Da
were taken as in Fig. 2, but for each image the fitted valu
of N and b were used to determineNyNc, where Nc 
1.2sh̄vbd23. At eacht, the microwave sweep was adjusted
to maintainN at approximately2 3 104 atoms to agree with
the ranges used in Fig. 2. The solid curve is a fit to th
empirical formas1 1 ktdg , yielding a  12.5, k  2.5 s21,
and g  20.52. Note that the significance of the point a
t  60 s having NyNc , 1 is low, due to the statistical and
systematic errors described in the text. It is therefore consist
with Fig. 2 which shows some measurements withN0 ¿ 1.

The condensate growth and collapse cycle is driven
an excess of noncondensed atoms compared to a ther
distribution. This excess can be examined directly. Fro
N and the temperature parameterb, the critical number
for the BEC transition,Nc, is calculated and the ratio
NyNc plotted as a function oft in Fig. 3. The points
represent averages of several measurements; at eacht a
spread of,40% in NyNc was observed. In addition,
systematic errors limit the accuracy of the values to,30%
at early times, but onceNyNc , 1, the images are fit to
equilibrium distributions and the error is reduced to,10%.

SinceNm ø N , equilibrium is reached whenNyNc ø
1, which occurs whent ø 50 s, a time long compared
to the elastic collision time scale of,1 s. This suggests
that growth of the condensate is a significant bottlene
when N0 is constrained to be relatively small. Simila
behavior is observed in the QBE calculation. The tim
scale for equilibration is the same as that of the changi
shape of the histograms in Fig. 2, which further strengthe
the conclusion that the variations inN0 are related to
condensate dynamics, since the distribution changes
approximately the same time that the population imbalan
driving condensate growth is eliminated.

We believe that the observations reported here are
first indicator of the complex dynamics accompanyin
BEC in a gas with attractive interactions, and that the
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support the collective collapse/fill model as a useful fram
work for considering such systems. At the same time, th
point out the need for more accurate theoretical simulatio
which can quantitatively reproduce the observed variatio
in N0. Naturally, an accurate, nonperturbative and co
tinuous measurement ofN0 in time would be a more deci-
sive experiment, but such a measurement is unfortuna
not achievable given the low value ofNm. We therefore
expect that our observations, though indirect, will help
further our understanding of this novel and interesting st
of matter.
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